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The Kripke reduction

In his seminal “Outline of a Theory of Truth” Kripke writes:

Ironically, the application of the present approach [his
theory of truth] to languages with modal operators may
be of some interest to those who dislike intensional
operators and possible worlds and prefer to take
predicates true of sentences (or sentence tokens). (...).
Now if a necessity operator and a truth predicate are
allowed, we could define a necessity predicate Nec(x)
applied to sentences, either by �T (x) or by T (�. x)
[slight change of notation] according to taste (...).

I We refer to Kripke’s proposal of understanding a modal
predicate Nx as the complex predicate obtained by modifying
the truth predicate by an intensional operator, that is �Tx , as
the ”Kripke reduction”.



Halbach and Welch

I In their “Necessities and Necessary Truths: A Prolegomenon
to the Use of Modal Logic in the Analysis of Intensional
Notions“ Halbach and Welch (HW) work out the details of
the Kripke reduction from a semantic perspective.

I Their understanding of the philosophical significance of the
proposed reduction is slightly different as they understand the
Kripke reduction as an argument in defense of operator
approaches to modality for it shows how the expressive power
of the predicate approach can be restored in the operator
setting:

”Our reduction of necessity to necessary truths is
only one aspect of a more thorough defense of the
operator approach to necessity and other intensional
notions; (...).”



Halbach and Welch’s Reduction—Sketch

1. HW devise two languages; a language containing the modal
predicate and a language containing a truth predicate and a
modal operator.

2. For each language HW give a possible world semantics based
on Kripke’s fixed-point construction.

3. Using the recursion theorem HW provide a translation
function from the language of the modal predicate to the
language of the truth predicate which translates the modal
predicate N by �T and leaves the remaining vocabulary fixed.

4. Finally, HW show that their translation function is truth
preserving with respect to the modal semantics put forward.
Relative to an arbitrary modal frame F HW show that if a
sentence of the language of the modal predicate is true at a
world in the corresponding semantics, then so is its translation
in the semantics for the language of the truth predicate and
the modal operator.



Moral

I As HW lay out the dialectics their reduction is an argument in
favor of the operator approach to modality and, ultimately, an
argument against predicate approaches to modality.

I But the advocate of the predicate approach will only be
convinced by the reduction, if he accepts the proposed
semantics for the modal predicate to be an intended
semantics.

Contra Possible Worlds
The proponent of the predicate approach has every right to reject
the proposed semantics. As already Kripke mentions, the move to
modal predicates might be motivated by a refusal of possible world
semantics. For modal predicates there is no interpretation problem
as was the case for the modal operator.



A Proof-Theoretic Addendum

We shall show that HW’s reduction has a natural proof-theoretic
counterpart:

1. We provide two theories one for the language with the modal
predicate, one for the language with the truth predicate and
the modal operator.

2. We show that both theories capture in some relevant sense
the semantics provided by HW.

3. Finally, we show that the theory of the modal predicate can,
using HW’s translation function, be interpreted in the theory
we devised for the alternative language.

The Moral of the Proof-Theoretic Reduction
The proponents of the predicate approach need not accept the
proposed theory. But if so, they need to say why and propose a
reasonable theory of modality for which we cannot provide the
proposed reduction.



Some Provisos and Qualifications

I We do not work with a language for the modal predicate
simpliciter but we let this language equally contain a truth
predicate. The base language will be the language of PA, LPA.

I For this language we work with a slight variant of the
semantics proposed by HW. As we are not interested in
”selling” the semantic reduction we work with a semantics
which shall make the semantic reduction look trivial. The
(equivalent) semantics is somewhat easier to handle if we
allow for a truth predicate in our language.

I The translation function needs to be slightly altered due to
the addition of the truth predicate to the language of the
modal predicate.

I As HW work with strong Kleene models (with gaps and
gluts). Theories will thus be formulated in partial logic, i.e. a
variant of strong Kleene, logic.



Modal theories and Modalized theories of truth

The underlying Theory of Truth

Both theories we shall construct will be based on the same theory
of truth, namely Partial Kripke-Feferman (PKF ) as investigated by
Halbach and Horsten. PKF is formulated in a strong Kleene
sequent calculus.

The Modal Theory and The Modalized Theory of Truth

In a next step we provide further initial sequences/rules
characterizing the modal predicate and, respectively, extend PKF
by a further initial sequences characterizing the interaction of the
truth predicate and the modal operator. This latter version of PKF
will be called a modalized theory of truth. The theory of the modal
predicate will be the modal theory.



Strong Kleene Logic

In what is to come Γ,∆ stand for sets with ⇒ being the sequent
arrow. We take ∨ and ∃ to be defined in the usual way.

Definition (Structural rules and initial sequences)

The structural rules and initial sequences of strong Kleene logic are
the following

(IN) Γ⇒ ∆, where Γ ∩∆ 6= ∅

(W 2) Γ⇒ ∆
Γ, φ⇒ ∆

(W 2) Γ⇒ ∆
Γ⇒ ∆, φ

(Cut)
Γ⇒ φ,∆ Γ, φ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆



Strong Kleene Logic Cont’

In the following ¬∆ for some set ∆ stands for the set of all
negations of formulas in ∆.

Definition (Rules for the truth-functional connectives)

We provide rules and initial sequences for ¬ and ∧.

(¬R) Γ⇒ ∆
¬∆⇒ ¬Γ

(¬¬) φ⇔ ¬¬φ
(∧1) φ, ψ ⇒ φ ∧ ψ
(∧2) φ ∧ ψ ⇒ φ

(∧3) φ ∧ ψ ⇒ ψ



Strong Kleene Logic Cont’

Definition (Rules and Initial Sequences for the Quantifiers and
Identity)

We provide rules and initial sequences for the universal quantifier
and identity.

(∀) ∀xφ⇒ φ(t/x)

(R∀)
Γ⇒ ∆, φ

Γ⇒ ∆,∀xφ
x not free in the lower sequent

(= 1) ⇒ t = t

(= 2) s = t, φ(s/x)⇒ φ(t/x)



Srong Kleene Logic - Final Remark

In strong Kleene logic the two rules

(¬RR)
Γ, φ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,¬φ

(¬RL)
Γ⇒ ∆, φ

Γ,¬φ⇒ ∆

are not admissible. This distinguishes strong Kleene logic from
classical logic.

Warning

Which rules for negation are sound crucially depends on the way
we define the consequence relation. For (¬R) to hold we do not
only need truth to be preserved but also falsehood to be
antipreserved. If we only require truth to be preserved (¬R) will
fail but (¬RL) will be sound. Both consequence relations are used
in the literature.



Arithmetic

Definition (Rules and Initial sequences for Arithmetic)

Let φ denote some axiom of PA other than the induction axiom we
have:

(PA) ⇒ φ

(Ind)
Γ, ψ(x)⇒ ψ(x + 1),∆

Γ, ψ(0)⇒ ψ(t),∆



PKF or Initial Sequences for Truth

Definition (Initial Sequences for Truth)

(PKF 1) (i) Cterm(x),Cterm(y),Val(x) = Val(y)⇒ Tx=. y

(ii) Cterm(x),Cterm(y),Tx=. y ⇒ Val(x) = Val(y))

(PKF 2) (i) Sent(x), Sent(y),Tx ∧ Ty ⇒ (T (x∧. y)

(ii) Sent(x), Sent(y),T (x∧. y)⇒ Tx ∧ Ty

(PKF 3) (i) Sent(∀. vx),T (∀. vx)⇒ ∀y(Tx(ẏ/v)

(ii) Sent(∀. vx), ∀y(Tx(ẏ/v)⇒ T (∀. vx)

(PKF 4) (i) Cterm(x),T T. x ⇒ T (Val(x))

(ii) Cterm(x),T (Val(x))⇒ T T. x

(PKF 5) (i) Sent(x),¬Tx ⇒ T¬. x

(ii) Sent(x),T¬. x ⇒ ¬Tx

(PKF 6) Tx ⇒ Sent(x))



Basic Facts on PKF

I Within the arithmetical fragment classical logic holds.

I Thus the arithmetical fragment of PKF extends Peano
arithmetic.

I PKF is a symmetric theory of truth, i.e. the truth predicate
commutes with negation (cf. (PKF 5)) and iff PKF ` φ then
PKF ` T dφe



BMPKF or the Basic Modal Theory I

We first give a basic modal theory, BMPKF which captures the
possible world semantics to be defined in its most general form.

Definition (Initial sequences for the modal predicate)

In (N1) χ(x , y , z) abbreviates Sent(∀vx. ),Cterm(y),Cterm(z).

(N1) χ(x , y , z),Val(y) = Val(z),Nx(y/v)⇒ Nx(z/v)

(N2) Cterm(x),Cterm(y),Val(x) = Val(y)⇒ Nx=. y

(N3) Cterm(x),Cterm(y),Val(x) 6= Val(y)⇒ Nx 6=. y

(N4) (i) Sent(x),Nx ⇒ N¬. ¬. x

(ii) Sent(x),N¬. ¬. x ⇒ Nx

(N5) (i) Sent(x∧. y),Nx∧. y ⇒ Nx ∧ Ny

(ii) Sent(x∧. y),Nx ∧ Ny ⇒ Nx∧. y



BMPKF or the Basic Modal Theory II

Definition (Initial sequences for the modal predicate cont’)

(N6) Sent(x ∧ y),N¬. x ∨ N¬. y ⇒ N¬. (x∧. y)

(N7) (i) Sent(∀. vx), ∀zNx(ż/v)⇒ N∀. vx

(ii) Sent(∀. vx),N∀. vx ⇒ ∀zNx(ż/v)

(N8) Sent(∃. vx), ∃zNx(ż/v)⇒ N∃. vx

(N9) (i) Cterm(x),T N. x ⇒ NVal(x)

(ii) Cterm(x),NVal(x)⇒ T N. x

(T -Nec)
T dφe ⇒ T dψe
Ndφe ⇒ Ndψe



The Modal Theory

Definition (Modal Partial Kripke-Feferman)

The system MPKF consists of BMPKF extended by the following
initial sequences:

(T ′S) Sent(x),Nx ⇒ Tx

(4′S) Cterm(x),T N. x ⇒ NN. x

(E ′S) Cterm(x),T¬. N. x ⇒ N¬. N. x



The Modalized Theory of Truth

Definition (PKF�)

The system PKF� or Modalized Partial Kripke-Feferman is just
PKF in the language L�PAT supplemented by two additional initial
sequences:

(IA�) (i) Sent(x),�Tx ⇒ T�. x

(ii) Sent(x),T�. x ⇒ �Tx

Derivation
We also need to fix the logic of the modal operator, i.e. we have to
specify the underlying modal logic. This modal logic will be partial
as it is based on strong Kleene logic. In general, if a formula φ is
derivable in PKF� assuming a modal logic S we write
PKF� `S φ.



The Basic Modal Logic

Definition (Basic Modal Logic)

Let QM be the basic modal logic which extends strong Kleene
logic by the following rules and initial sequences.

(R�)
Γ⇒ φ,¬∆

�Γ⇒ �φ,¬�∆

(ND) s 6= t ⇒ �s 6= t

(BF ) ∀x�φ⇒ �∀xφ

Importantly already assuming QM we may prove the rigidity of
arithmetic: Assuming QM the sequence

φ⇒ �φ

is derivable in PKF� for atihmetic φ.



Extensions of Basic Modal Logic

If we add a further modal initial sequence X , to QM we call the
resulting modal logic QMX . In the remainder we consider the
following modal initial sequences:

(TS) �φ⇒ φ

(4S) �φ⇒ ��φ
(ES) ¬�φ⇒ �¬�φ

We call the modal logic that results from the addition of (TS),
(4S) and (ES) to QM QM5.



Possible World Semantics—Sketch

I Build a possible world frame where the possible worlds are
natural number structures.

I Define an evaluation function which assigns to each “world” a
set of natural numbers—the extension of the truth predicate.

I Define the extension (antiextension) of the necessity predicate
to be the intersection (union) of the extensions
(antiextensions) of the truth predicate in the “accessible
worlds”.

I On the other hand if we consider the language L�PAT , interpret
the modal operator in the usual way.

I Finally, define a Kripke jump on evaluation functions

R A frame F and an evaluation function f induce a model
(N, f (w),Y +

w ,Y
−
w ) [(N, f (w))] for LPATN [L�PAT ] relative to

each possible world w .



Definition (Frame, evaluation function)

Let W 6= ∅ be a set of labeled natural number structures and
R ⊆W ×W a dyadic relation on W . Then F = 〈W ,R〉 is called a
frame. A function f : W 7→ P(ω) is called an evaluation function
for a frame F . The set of all evaluation functions of a frame F is
denoted by ValF .

Definition (Modal Strong Kleene Truth in a Model)

Let F be a frame, f an eval. function; Mw = (N, f (w),Y +
w ,Y

−
w )

an LPATN -model with Y +
w =

⋂
v∈[wR] f (v) and Y−w =

⋃
v∈[wR] f (v)

with f (w) = {#¬φ : #φ ∈ f (w)} for w ∈W . Modal strong
Kleene truth at world w is explained as follows:

(i) Mw |=SK s = t ⇔ sN = tN

(ii) Mw |=SK s 6= t ⇔ sN 6= tN

(iii) Mw |=SK Tt ⇔ tN ∈ f (w) & tN ∈ SentLPATN

(iv) Mw |=SK ¬Tt ⇔ (¬. t)N ∈ f (w) or tN ∈ SentLPATN



Definition (Modal Strong Kleene Truth in a Model Cont’)

(v) Mw |=SK Nt ⇔ tN ∈ Y +
w & tN ∈ SentLPATN

(vi) Mw |=SK ¬Nt ⇔ tN ∈ Y−w or tN ∈ SentLPATN (vii) Mw |=SK ¬¬ψ ⇔ Mw |=SK ψ

(viii) Mw |=SK ψ ∧ χ⇔ (Mw |=SK ψ and Mw |=SK χ)

(ix) Mw |=SK ¬(ψ ∧ χ)⇔ (Mw |=SK ¬ψ or Mw |=SK ¬χ)

(x) Mw |=SK ∀xψ ⇔ for all n ∈ ω(Mw |=SK ψ(n/x))

(xi) Mw |=SK ¬∀xψ ⇔ there exists an n ∈ ω(Mw |=SK ¬ψ(n/x))

tN is the interpretation of a term t in the standard model and,
SentLPAT denotes the set of Gödel numbers of sentences and
SentLPAT its complement. We often write F ,w |=f

SK φ instead of
Mw |=SK φ.



We now explain the notion of truth in a model according to the
modalized strong Kleene scheme:

Definition (Modalized Strong Kleene Truth in a Model)

Truth in a model according the modalized strong Kleene scheme
|=�SK , for L�PAT models Mw = (w , f (w)) induced by a frame F and
an evaluation function f at a world w. We can use clauses (i)-(iv)
and (vii)-(xi) of the previous definition and replace (v) and (vi) by

(v ′) Mw |=�SK �ψ ⇔ ∀v(wRv ⇒ Mv |=�SK ψ)

(vi ′) Mw |=�SK ¬�ψ ⇔ ∃v(wRv & Mv |=�SK ¬ψ)

If it is important to keep track of the frame and the evaluation
function, we write F ,w |=f

SK� φ instead of Mw |=�SK φ.



Definition (Modal and Modalized Strong Kleene Jump)

Let F be a frame and ValF the set of evaluation functions of F .
The modal Strong Kleene jump (modalized strong Kleene jump)
ΘF (Θ�F ) is an operation on ValF relative to F such that for all
w ∈W

[ΘF (f )](w) = {#φ : F ,w |=f
SK φ}

[Θ�F (f )](w) = {#φ : F ,w |=f
SK� φ}.

Monotonicity and Fixed Points

ΘF and Θ�F are monotone operations on ValF relative to an
ordering ≤ with g ≤ f iff ∀w ∈W (g(w) ⊆ f (w)). This
guarantees the existence of fixed-points, i.e. evaluation function
f , g ∈ ValF such that ΘF (f ) = f and Θ�F (g) = g .



The Adequacy of the proposed Theories

The fixed points of the two semantic constructions are precisely
the evaluation functions that give rise to models of BMPKF and,
respectively, PKF� assuming QM.

Theorem
Let F be a frame and f ∈ ValF an evaluation function. Then

(i) ΘF (f ) = f ⇔ ∀w ∈W (F ,w |=f
SK BMPKF )

(ii) Θ�F (f ) = f ⇔ ∀w ∈W (F ,w |=f
SK� PKF�QM)

with PKF�QM = {φ : PKF� `QM φ}.



Adequacy of MPKF

Definition
Let F be a frame and φ ∈ SentLPATN . If for all evaluation functions
f with ΘF (f ) = f and for all w ∈W (F ,w |=f

SK φ), we write
F |=SK φ.

Theorem
Let F = 〈W ,R〉 be a frame. Then

(i) R is reflexive⇔ F |=SK BMPKF + T ′S

(ii) R is transitive⇔ F |=SK BMPKF + 4′S

(iii) R is euclidian⇔ F |=SK BMPKF + E ′S .

Corollary

Let F = 〈W ,R〉 be a frame.

R is an equiv. relation⇔ F |=SK MPKF



Adequacy of PKF� assuming QM5

Similarly, and as a consequence of well-known facts concerning
possible world semantics for modal operator logic we equally have
the following theorem:

Theorem
Let F = 〈W ,R〉 be a frame. Then

(i) R is reflexive⇔ F |=SK� PKF�QMTS

(ii) R is transitive⇔ F |=SK� PKF�QM4S

(iii) R is euclidian⇔ F |=SK� PKF�QMES .

Corollary

Let F = 〈W ,R〉 be a frame.

R is an equiv. relation⇔ F |=SK� PKF�QM5



A Proof-Theoretic Addendum

After we have seen that the theories we developed match the two
possible world semantics. We turn to the promised proof-theoretic
addendum:

I We carry out the proof-theoretic reduction for the theory
MPKF instead of BMPKF : We show that the translation of
every theorem of MPKF will be a theorem of PKF�
assuming the modal logic QM5.

I The proof of the above claim equally establishes that every
translation of a theorem of BMPKF will be provable in PKF�
assuming the modal logic QM.



The Translation Function

Lemma (Halbach and Welch)

There exists a translation function ρ from LPATN to L�PAT with the
following properties

ρ(φ) :=



φ , if φ
.

= (s = t)
Tρ•(s) , if φ

.
= Ts, for some term s

�Tρ•(s) , if φ
.

= Ns, for some term s
¬ρ(ψ) , if φ

.
= ¬ψ

ρ(ψ) ∧ ρ(χ) , if φ
.

= ψ ∧ χ
∀xρ(ψ) , if φ

.
= ∀xψ

0 , if otherwise

where ρ•(s) represents the primitive recursive function ρ.



A preliminary Lemma

Lemma
Let ∆⇒ Γ be an initial sequence of MPKF . Then the sequence
ρ(∆)⇒ ρ(Γ) is derivable in PKF� assuming QM5 where ρ(A) for
some set A is short for {ρ(φ) : φ ∈ A}.

Remarks

I For the proof to work it’s important that arithmetic is rigid.

I The sequences (TS), (4S) and (ES) of QM5 are only used to
prove the claim for the sequences (T ′S), (4′S) and (E ′S)
respectively. Thus the translation of every initial sequence of
BMPKF is derivable in PKF� assuming QM.



The Kripke-Reduction Proof-Theoretically

Theorem
For all φ ∈ LPATN

MPKF ` φ⇒ PKF� `QM5 ρ(φ)

Sketch of a proof.

By induction on the length of a derivation in MPKF we show that
if a sequence Γ⇒ ∆ is derivable in MPKF then so is the sequence
ρ(Γ)⇒ ρ(∆) in PKF� assuming QM5. The start of the induction
is by the foregoing lemma. For the induction step assume that
Tρ•(s)⇒ Tρ•(t) is derivable in PKF� where s and t are codes
of sentences. But then by (�R) so is �Tρ•(s)⇒ �Tρ•(t) which
by definition is just ρ(Ns)⇒ ρ(Nt). We are done.



Summary

I HW’s semantic reduction of the modal predicate to a
modalized or modally modified truth predicate has a natural
proof-theoretic counterpart.

I As a consequence even the opponent of possible worlds
semantics has to take the Kripke reduction” seriously.

I And if we understand the Kripke reduction as an argument in
favor of the operator approach (and contra the predicate
approach) the proof-theoretic reduction puts some pressure on
the opponent of possible world semantics who could ignore
HW’s reduction so far.



Kicking Away the Ladder

I HW take the Kripke reduction to be an argument in favor of
the operator approach within the predicate vs. operator
debate.

I Kripke himself thinks of his proposal as a vindication of
predicate approaches to modality in the light of the modal
(liar like) paradoxes. As his proposal shows how we can define
a non-paradoxical modal predicate in L�PAT . He writes:

We can even ”kick away the ladder” and take
Nec(x) as primitive, treating it in a possible world
scheme as if it were defined by an operator plus
truth predicate.

I This is what happened in the proposed semantics for LPATN .
Yet, we showed that we may also ”kick away the ladder” from
a proof-theoretic perspective. MPKF is a modal theory that
treats the modal predicate as a primitive predicate.



Thank You!
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